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 Happy Wednesday, Villagers

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs.

 

 

Wednesday: IMPORTANT MEETING FOR SV MEMBERS: FIRE
EVACUATION ZONES AND ROUTES. 4-5:15
Thursday: CITY COUNCIL CANDIDATE FORUM HOSTED BY AGING
ACTION INITIATIVE AND LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS.  4-5
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MAP
PurpleAir

Fire Safe Marin
AlertMarin.org

 

Cats Using Dogs As Purrsonal Pillows
Sweet, sweet doggos! They are so fluffy, warm, and soft. We always to lay our
heads against their belly and fall asleep. But sadly, our heads weigh too much
and we're constantly worried we might hurt them. 

It's a sad life, humans and our heavy heads getting int the way of our dream
naptime. Not for cats though! 

Cats can comfortably sleep on a dog without weighing down on them. And it's
simply adorable to witness one animal sleeping on top of another. And while
cats might not be the best judge when it comes to sleeping locations, we think
these following cats have pretty much purrfected the ideal sleeping situation. 
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Venerable Venice:
Lido & the Belle Epoque
Wed, Sep 30: 11:00am-12:00pm
For details & tickets, click here.

Book Fest: 
Deepak Chopra,  
Total Meditation
With guest host Nadia Bilchik, CNN Editorial Producer
Wed. Sep 30: 5pm
For details & tickets, click here.

Guided Meditation: Relaxing By Day, Sleeping at Night - Tara Brach
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15 Most Beautiful Places in the U.S.

From the arid Southwest to the rocky coastline of the East Coast, the United
States has some of the most stunning natural terrain in the world. Narrowing
down the most awe-inspiring destinations in this country is one of the more
difficult things we've done. Go ahead and argue with our choices, but here's our
list of places that we can't stop drooling over.

Click here to access
 

        
                         
Why  isn't the number 11 pronounced  onety-one?
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Coronavirus lockdown changed how birds sing in San Francisco

If you thought birdsong sounded different during lockdown, it turns out you were
probably right. The uniquely quiet circumstances of the covid-19 restrictions in
San Francisco saw birds respond by lowering their pitch, singing sexier songs
and making their songs clearer.
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We know some birds react to human noise, particularly the low-frequency city
sounds of car engines and air conditioning units, by singing more loudly and
shifting to a higher frequency.

“What we didn’t know was if you take sound out, what exactly happens – does
it drop by the same …

 

 

For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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